Hohmann: Technocracy Will
Dehumanize All Humans Into
‘Digital Assets’

The WEF’s Great Reset, aka Technocracy and which is enthusiastically
backed by global banks and corporations, intends to turn the citizens of
the world into digital assets for the sake of management, control and
profit. Instead of being a human, you will be a blip on the blockchain
which will be used to micromanage you.
This is not speculation. It is plainly stated across globalist documents all
around the world and in many languages. Once a global ID system is in
place, it will be tied to every move and purchase you make, along with
every psychographic and physical aspect of your life – cradle to cradle.
Why cradle to cradle? Because DNA and genetic engineering will play a
central role. ⁃ TN Editor
Few are aware of it but the digitalization of the human race is advancing
at break-neck speed.
Don’t look now but the world is racing down a path that has been
interlaid with landmines of control and surveillance and yet almost no

Western politician of any party seems concerned enough to even talk
about the impact this will have on personal privacy. If you’re curious
about what the near future holds, listen to technocrats like Bill Gates.
One year ago, in March 2020, as governments were shutting down their
economies citing a mysterious virus, Gates did a series of media
interviews calling for a globalized “digital certificate” for every
human being on the planet.
He said this was the only way to keep up with who has the virus and who
has been vaccinated. Note that no vaccine was known to be in the
pipeline in March 2020, but Gates talked about the vaccine as if it was
just around the corner. He knew.
In a March 18, 2020 “Ask Me Anything” online forum sponsored by
Reddit, Gates was asked what changes needed to be made to the way
businesses operate to ensure public health without ruining the economy.
Gates’ answer to the problem was digital certificates, which clearly
drives once-free Western societies into a “show your papers” scenario
that pre-COVID would have been considered a Nazi-like taboo [see
screenshot below]:

Gates was also known at the time to be investing in the ID2020
initiative, which seeks to connect people’s vaccine history to their
purchasing actions.
Instead of taking Gates seriously back in March 2020, the vast majority
of folks blew off his comments as the fantasy of the world’s biggest geek.
I was one of the first last year to suggest that Gates ought to be taken
seriously and that his ultimate plan was to “update” every person’s
genetic code with the latest version of mRNA virus protection, similar to

the way his Microsoft Windows operating system automatically updates
your computer.
Gates is not just spewing techno fairy tales. He is a big-time mouthpiece
for the techno-medical wing of the New World Order [there are also
economic, social and religious wings to the NWO]. I believe Gates gets
many of his ideas from less widely known individuals associated with
the World Economic Forum [see WEF graphic on digital identity],
the same folks pushing for the so-called global Great Reset. Gates also
likes to work in partnership with the Rockefeller family foundations.
It was David Rockefeller who in 1973 co-founded with Zbigniew
Brzezinski the Trilateral Commission, an elitist technocratic organization
that promised to promote the creation of a “new international
economic order.” Some of the most prominent thought leaders driving
the rapid changes in the global economy today are members of the
Trilateral Commission, whose current membership roll includes
representatives from central banks in Europe, the Americas and Asia.
Multinational corporations, in cooperation with Big Banks, Big Pharma,
Big Tech, Big Government and globalists connected to the United
Nations-World Economic Forum, are using the COVID crisis to transform
the way money, goods and services trade hands.
But it doesn’t stop there.
They are using the “opportunity,” presented by the pandemic, says WEF
director Klaus Schwab, to transform health care, banking, industrial
production, energy production and consumption systems, global landuse, even the way we socialize together as human beings.
Schwab has commented that no industry will be exempt from the Great
Reset. And the United Nations states in its Agenda 2030 that no person
will be “left behind” by this coming global system. Since no vote was
held and none of us were asked if we wanted to sign up for the Great
Reset/Agenda 2030, this begs the question: What will be done with
dissidents who refuse to go along with this vision for the world?
The answer lies hidden in the coming cashless system.

These elites have wanted to get rid of cash for a long time. This has been
a priority item on their to-do list for more than 60 years. Cash is simply
too difficult to track [despite various attempts] and the technocratic
elites are obsessed with tracking, measuring and monitoring everything
in real time.
They want to monetize, put a value on, every human life. To achieve this,
they need to be able to track with pinpoint accuracy everyone’s spending
and consumption habits.
They now believe they have found the solution: Replacing cash with a
new digital currency based on blockchain technology.
What will this new digital currency be backed up by?
There are several theories, none of which are likely to involve precious
metals such as gold or silver.
Some believe the new world currency will be backed by the world’s
major land masses and the natural resources beneath that land. This
could explain why the Chinese and Bill Gates have been going on a landbuying binge which includes farmland in the United States.
Another theory is that this new global currency will be backed up by
human capital, meaning the global workforce. This would explain why
they need to attribute a monetary value to every human being, based on
their age, productivity and other contributions to society minus their
carbon footprint. Basically, you become a cog in their globalist
wheel, a digital asset of the central banks. Of course the important
people will be allowed to use up more carbon and fly around the world
on jets, as John Kerry has already informed us, while the masses are
relegated to bicycles and public transportation.
With the onset of COVID, whether it was accidentally or purposely
released by the Chinese Communist Party, the power elites saw their
opportunity and seized it. Cash as we know it is being phased out, with
more than 60 countries testing new cashless digital currencies.
China is taking the lead in this process and wants to become the world’s

first cashless nation. The Chinese Communist Party has rolled out a
new digital Yuan, and is testing it in several major cities within
China. Unlike bitcoin, which retains the owner’s anonymity and works
independent of any governing authority, the digital Yuan will be the
world’s first digital money issued by a central bank.
As CBN News reports, the new digital Chinese Yuan will be an
international currency, offering a frightening specter of control over
Chinese citizens and a “model” for other countries.
David Curry of Open Doors told CBN, “China is building what I think is a
blueprint, a road map of persecution for other regimes around the world
and they’re doing it with surveillance.”
I believe that’s at least partly why the dollar is being deliberately
devalued by the U.S. government, with runaway spending soon to lead to
hyper-inflation as the national debt approaches an astonishing $30
trillion. At some point, individuals may be offered a deal in which their
share of the debt, along with perhaps their personal debt, gets
eliminated in return for joining the new digital system.
It’s no accident that the world’s most repressive regime is driving the
world toward a cashless society.
Think of the possibilities.
You step out of line with the dictates of the state, and the central bank
immediately shuts down your access to the digital money necessary to
put food on your table. You refuse to vaccinate, and they shut down your
account. You violate Big Tech’s community standards in your social
media accounts, and they shut down your account [this is already
happening in China where Facebook works with the one-party state to
punish dissidents].
Yes, it’s possible for the FBI to freeze your bank account here in America
under the current cash-based system, and that is a tactic they are
increasingly using against Trump supporters, but you can always fall
back on cash in the current economic system.

Under the new system, you will have no such back up. Your entire
livelihood will be left to the whim of big government working with Big
Tech and Big Pharma.
I predict that over a period of three to five years, the transition to this
new cashless system will be complete. It will start off as voluntary, with
various incentives offered to join the system. Over time, those incentives
will be replaced with punishments, until those using cash are totally
locked out of the system, unable to buy or sell or work a job.
You will not be allowed to board planes, enter hotels, stadiums, concert
halls and other large venue events, even retail stores, without showing
your proof of vaccination, which will be a card or app on your phone tied
into the new digital currency at your bank.
Gradually, they will add more information to the card/app, to the point
where it will include all your vital information, what drugs you take, your
criminal background, if you have one, your driving record, and
your social score as provided by Big Tech detailing how many times
you’ve run afoul of Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube’s
“community standards.” This humongous data bank will be centrally
controlled by a commission of some sort, appointed by the government
and tagged with an Orwellian name, something like The Commission on
Data Security and Privacy.
This beast system will offer the latest in convenience and security using
blockchain technology.
I can hear the advertisements now: Are you tired of all the COVID rules
and restrictions? Just sign up to get “the pass” and you can go back to
enjoying evenings at the pub, ballgames on sunny Saturday afternoons,
concerts, cruises, church services, all the benefits of your previous
“normal” life!
Unlike the blockchain used for bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, this
blockchain will be centrally controlled and anything but private.
Sadly, very few are yet aware of any of this, and if you told them about
it, you would be accused of watching too many sci-fi movies.

The truth is, all of this is quietly progressing under the radar of media
attention and public scrutiny. By the time it is rolled out for widespread
“voluntary” enrollment, it will be too late to turn back the clock.
This was the plan all along, to use COVID to scare the masses into a
whole new type of society, where every individual’s personally
identifiable information is tied in with a new digital currency.n affiliate
of Blue Cross Blue Shield], has issued the Daily Pass QR Health Portal to
track the movement of every student in the system.
Read full story here…

